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High Level Overview of the
Legal Investigation and Strategy

Objectives
Ascertain full nature/ extent of incident
to inform legal analysis of any:
§ Reporting or disclosure obligations;
§ Civil liability or risk of the same to the
organization;
§ Breach of relevant policies,
procedures/ laws/ regulations; and
§ Public relations strategy and internal
communications.

Risks
Sanctions / fines
DPO/ State AG action
Customer claims
Class actions
PCI assessment / fines
Bank claims
Press / social media

Strategy

Actions

Maintain privilege to the fullest extent possible
(bearing in mind international privilege rules)

Ramp up on-site legal resource to oversee
investigations workstreams

Carefully control timing of comms to authorities
and customers (delay until accurate and reliable
information can be established)

Launch legal project management platform

Carefully control content of comms to authorities
and customers (consistency is key but nuances
by jurisdiction cannot be underestimated - there
is a risk in identical one size fits all responses)

Consider business objectives, including
how to:

Shareholder actions
Personal liability / sanctions

Hard line with class action lawyers. Eliminate at
motion to dismiss phase. Avoid offers of
compensation – sets a floor and fails to satisfy the
insurance test

§ Minimize financial loss

Insurance recoveries

Actively manage PCI investigation

§ Minimize reputational damage
§ Protect C-suite
§ Protect privilege

Close PR management – consider multijurisdictional impact, avoid fuelling press
speculation, consider comms to staff and care
with social media engagement
Close management of insurer and investor
relations
Establish C-Suite audit trail: consider pre-incident
position and optimise post incident position.
Avoid situations that risk putting the C-suite in the
frame
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Legal to lead on remediation measures
(important to demonstrate remediation but
comes with risk of identifying further issues privilege key).

Legal to co-ordinate daily calls with core
response team
Legal sign-off on all substantive decisions /
comms
Appoint firm to manage class actions
Consider external PR firm
Regular (weekly) insurer updates (signed off
by legal) and insurer consent in advance for
proposed settlements
Regular investor relations updates (signed off
by legal and if applicable)
Legal to sign-off on remediation measures
Establish C-suite involvement in cyber risk
management pre-incident and manage
post-incident audit trail
Control C-Suite messaging. No interviews /
no promises unless cleared by legal.
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Questions a CISO Should Consider Before an Incident
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Can you tell your Board of Directors (BOD) that you are prepared for a breach? How do you know?
Who owns the Incident Response Plan (IRP) and supporting processes?
Who decides when to bring in external Legal Counsel? Who will that counsel be?
When will you bring in a third-party to perform a forensic investigation, if an incident is detected, suspected,
discovered?
Ø What is your threshold?
How will you manage external messaging?
Are your critical assets protected? Do you know what they are, and where they are located at all times?
What is the worst case scenario for your company, and are you prepared to deal with it?
Is everyone trained and aware of their responsibilities during an incident?
Are playbooks established?
Where are incidents documented; by whom; what’s maintained; attorney review?
When to contain or remediate versus observe?
What would it take to perform an organization-wide account reset?
Who can authorize “going dark” for a remediation event?
Who can decide or authorize payment in the case of ransomware?
What is the process for disseminating internal and external communication
When do matters get escalated to senior management and the BOD?
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Diving into Attorney Client Privilege

Attorney – Client Privilege and Work Product Doctrine:
The Basics
§ Attorney-led cybersecurity investigations may offer entities protections afforded by the attorney-client

privilege and work-product doctrine as the risk often remains unidentified throughout an investigation and
the legal implications for taking any particular action or not taking action can be legally significant.
Ø The attorney-client privilege protects confidential communications between attorneys and their clients

from discovery by adverse third parties.
Ø The work product doctrine protects from disclosure documents and other tangible things that a party or
a party’s representative prepares in anticipation of litigation.

§ Attorney Client Privilege Only Protects:
Ø (1) Communications between a client and attorney
Ø (2) For the purposes of rendering legal advice
Ø (3) That are made in Confidence

§ Attorney Work Product Doctrine Only Protects:
Ø (1) Documents and tangible things
Ø (2) Prepared in anticipation of litigation or regulatory investigation
Ø (3) By party or representative of the party
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Nth Party Risk Exposure & Coverage Requirements
Assess Communication & Incident Risk associated with 3rd, 4th… Nth Parties
Questions to consider:
§ Do we know downstream
vendors that impact our
security for CIA-S ?
4th Party

Known Risk Exposure
High
Medium
Low
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3rd Party
Incident
Firm

5th Party

§ Do we have legal
agreements with them
and their downstream
vendors?
§ Have we performed a
direct or shared vendor risk
analysis?
§ Are communications
protected? If so how?

Privilege and Third Parties
§ Umbrella of privilege may be extended to third party vendors (i.e. forensic investigators, outside PR teams,
etc.) when engaged under privilege by outside counsel (although nuances vary by jurisdiction)

§ Privilege must be established at the beginning of the investigation and safeguarding attorney-client privilege
is key during an investigation as it minimizes risk.

§ Practical Tips to Safeguard Privilege
Ø

Outside counsel should always retain third party vendors to investigate a potential breach.

Ø

Engagement letters should always state that the third party vendor:
o

Ø

is being retained for the purposes of assisting counsel provide legal advice on data breach
compliance requirements and in anticipation of litigation regarding potential claims and fines that
could arise from a breach; and will act at the direction of the outside counsel

All documents from vendors should state “Privileged: Prepared at the Direction of Counsel”
o

While form is never elevated over substance, form can be necessary, but not sufficient, to perfect
privilege.

§ Remember: For payment card industry breaches, the PCI forensic investigator is never a privileged party and
all findings will be reported to the payment card brand. Hire a separate forensic investigator for a privileged
investigation.
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Ensuring Legal Privilege Before, During and After a
Cybersecurity Investigation
Before an
Incident Occurs
•Designate IR Counsel
(remember insurance)
•Prepare IRP with input
from counsel (protects
privilege)
•Conduct tabletop
exercises under privilege
with PR, outside counsel,
forensics and C-suite
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Discovery of
Incident
•Engage/ bring in outside
counsel immediately if
incident could create risk
of litigation or regulatory
enforcement action – the
sooner the better
• Ensure outside counsel
directly engages
cybersecurity and
forensic investigators and
external PR firms

During
•Conduct investigation at
direction of counsel
•Copy counsel on all
comms and work
product and mark
“Privileged: Prepared at
the Direction of Counsel”
•Never share privileged
info with outside parties
•Legal provided with final
say over all outside
statements
•Limit employee access to
the comms and work
product àneed to know

After
•Conduct “Lessons
Learned” session under
privilege

***While safeguards are put in place to ensure privilege, never assume communication of document will be privileged.
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In Practice: Communicating Securely
§ Utilize out-of-band communication for exchanging portions of credentials
Ø ( e.g., secure texting for exchanging passwords, secure messaging for docs )

§ Utilize secure communication mediums to prevent unauthorized access (or modification)
Ø Office 2016 or later utilizes 256-bit AES key with its password protection
Ø Use secure, auditable repositories that control the who, what, where of access

§ Prohibit the use of personal emails, unregulated downloads and utilize version control mechanisms that
preserve document security

§ Utilize notebooks and take consistent, notes (pocket or work notebook) that can be submitted for evidence
if required.

§ Encrypt devices and document repositories that are used store incident documents
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Did you know?
§ In House vs. External Counsel - In cybersecurity investigations, both in-house and external counsel may offer
privilege when providing or being requested to provide legal advice. However, there is often lesser
privileges associated with in-house counsel.

§ Updates to Board of Directors – Privilege associated with updates to the Board are tricky if Board is not being

provided legal advice. In order to argue communications with the Board are privileged, communications
should always: (1) be given in the presence of counsel (preferably outside counsel); and (2) be related to the
purpose of seeking legal advice. Updates given to the Board for commercial or business related interests
haven been found not to fall within attorney-client privilege.

§ Sharing Privileged Information with Third Parties Waives Privilege. Sharing privileged information with

insurance carriers and brokers, law enforcement, regulators and business partners can result in claims that
the privilege has been waived.

§ Privilege Varies by Jurisdiction - Privilege varies in jurisdictions outside the United States, for example in
Europe:

Ø attorney client privilege (or “legal professional privilege”) only applies to written legal advise provided

by outside counsel and does not apply to advice provided by in-house lawyers; and

Ø privilege only extends to counsel who are admitted to a bar in one of the Member States of the

European Union. Admission to a bar in the United States is not sufficient to support an argument of
privilege in Europe.
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Legal Risk and Third Parties

Avoiding Risk Associated with Third Parties
§ Ensure agreements with third parties appropriately assign risk and in the event of an incident, make sure to
consult any vendor agreements and ensure your company’s ability to transfer any risk stays intact.

§ Organizations should ensure that third parties are required to comply with certain data security and privacy

practices that flow down to subcontractors, and that the organization can audit the third parties’ practices.

§ If collecting or processing EU residents data – ensure you have a Data Protection Agreement place
§ Contracts should:
Ø provide in-depth responsibilities to the parties in the event of a data breach, such as describing third-

party actions that must be taken to mitigate harm from the breach, requiring ongoing third-party reports
of the breach investigation progress, and assigning payment obligations for any notifications and credit
monitoring provided to affected individuals

Ø require the third party to cover the organization for any claims made by affected individuals or

customers as a result of a third party’s data breach

Ø if possible, include an indemnity provision favorable to your company under the premise it is a best

practice pursuant to GDPR
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Q&A

